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Dear Clients and Partners,
With the decline in US tech stocks petering out and the US bond market stabilizing, a rebound
on the equity markets could be on the cards for the short term. However, the oft-mentioned
notion of a peak in inflation must be set into context.
The key event of recent weeks for US investors was the fresh correction for tech stocks (cf.
chart 1). This correction has no direct connection to recent macro-economic developments and
rather reflects the ongoing stabilization after the bubble on so-called stocks of the future, which
individual investors bought massively during 2020. The good news is that the current
normalization in share prices now seems to be very mature, as reflected by major sell-offs on
the cryptocurrency sector.
Post-Covid counter-shock in US Tech
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Price of “ARK innovation” ETF

In addition to the good news on the healthier situation on the tech market, recent economic
indicators suggest that the US economy could be moving from a phase of overheating to a
period of moderation (cf. chart 2). The vast surge in real estate prices and soaring mortgage
rates finally seem to be putting off buyers, as shown by the plunge in new home sales in April,
shedding 16.6% after a 0.5% dip already in March. However, it is important to maintain a
cautious approach as this decline also – or even primarily – reflects a lack of supply on the

market, while demand remains buoyant. So this is more of a crack than a crash. Meanwhile the
composite PMI slid considerably in May to 53.8 vs. 56.0 in April, pointing to a normalization in
growth. Lastly, jobless claims have edged up slightly again over recent weeks, settling above
the 200,000 mark per month. If the US economy were to confirm its moderation, this would fuel
the optimistic idea of a peak in inflation: this notion has been bandied about on the markets
over recent days, fueled by easing core inflation stats over the past few months (+0.3% for the
consumption deflator excluding food and energy in April, for the third month in a row).
Are the first cracks showing in the US economy?
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However, this idea of a peak in inflation would merely serve to confirm the financial markets’ –
and even households’ – already firmly rooted ideas. The markets have never priced in the
scenario of lastingly high inflation (cf. chart 3). US inflation is currently at +8% yoy, yet the
markets are expecting an average of less than +3% p.a. for the next ten years. This anchoring
of inflation projections for the medium and long term is also visible among consumers, as
shown month in month out by the University of Michigan survey. With normalized inflation
already factored in by the various market participants, it has little chance of triggering a sharp
plunge in long-term rates if it were to materialize, unless we expect a recession, which we feel
is premature.

The markets do not believe in sustainably high inflation
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US inflation (consumer prices) / Inflation expected by the markets for the next ten years (= “breakeven” for
US TIPS)

On this side of the pond, a slowdown in inflation does not yet seem to be on the horizon. In
recent surveys (Ifo, INSEE, PMI), euro area corporations have attested to strong economic
resilience despite the dent from Ukraine, and indicated a continued rise in their sales prices.
Wages are also climbing, with an upsurge of close to 3% in annual terms (cf. chart 4). Lastly,
while the recent drop in gas prices is a welcome event, Brent prices are again drawing close to
$120 per bbl. In light of these various factors, the ECB announced that it intended to step up
interest rate normalization, with the aim of steering money market rates into positive territory by
the end of the summer. The European bond markets – particularly the short end of the yield
curve – therefore remain fragile.

Clear rebound in wages in euro area
Euro area composite indicator of negotiated wage rates (ECB compilation)

Overall, the stabilization for both tech and the US bond market, as well as investors’ currently
overly pessimistic positioning have carved out some breathing space for the equity markets.
Over the past two weeks, we have unwound the hedging previously taken out in our flexible
portfolios. We have also further reduced our exposure to the dollar vs. euro in light of the
tougher tone from the ECB. For the moment, we continue to steer clear of the bond markets, as
their appeal is curbed by low inflation projections, subdued real rates and ongoing monetary
tightening. Our international equity exposure remains highly diversified from a geographical
standpoint: we believe that this diversification is particularly timely in the current environment,
where situations change and contrast from one region to another now more than ever.

Our exposure rates are as follows:
• Dorval Convictions: our exposure rate is 69%.
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Legal notices

This promotional document is intended for business clients within the meaning of the MiFID. It
cannot be used for a purpose other than that for which it has been designed and cannot be
reproduced, circulated or communicated to third parties in whole or in part without the prior and
written authorization of Dorval Asset Management. No information contained in this document can
be interpreted as having any contractual value whatsoever. This document is produced purely for
information purposes. It constitutes a presentation designed and produced by Dorval Asset
Management from sources that it deems reliable. Dorval Asset Management reserves the right to
amend the information presented in this document at any time and without notice and particularly
regarding the description of the management processes that in any case do not form a
commitment on the part of Dorval Asset Management. Dorval Asset Management cannot be held
responsible for any decision made or not made based on information contained in this document or
use that could be made of it by a third party. The mutual fund is authorized to be marketed in
France and possibly in other countries where the law authorizes it. Prior to any investment, it
should be verified whether the investor is legally authorized to subscribe to units in a mutual fund.
The characteristics, fees, risk and yield profile relating to investment in a mutual fund are set out in
the Key Investor Information Document (KIID) of the latter. The KIID and the periodic documents
are available free of charge on request, from Dorval Asset Management. You must read the KIID,
which must be sent to you prior to subscription. The definition of the risk indicators stated in this
document feature on the website: www.dorval-am.com

